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Fidic 1999 red book guide

1: GENERAL PROVISIONS1.1 Definitions1.2 Interpretation1.3 Communications1.4 Law and Language1.5 Priority Documents1.6 Contract Agreement1.7 Appointment1.8 Care and Supply documents1.9 Delays Drawings or Instructions 1.10 The employer's use of contractor documents1.111 The contractor's use of employer documents1.12 Confidential
information1.13 Compliance with laws1.14 Joint and multiple obligations 2 EMPLOYER2.1 The right to access the site2.2 Permits, Licenses or Approval2.3 Employer Personnel2.4 Employer Financial Arrangements2.5 Employer Claims 3 Engineer Responsibilities ENGINEER3.1 and Authority3.2 Delegation Engineer3.3 Engineer Instructions3.4 Replacement
Engineer3.4 Replacement Engineer3.5 Definitions 4 General Contractor Obligations CONTRACTOR4.14.2 Enforcement Enforcement.3 Contractor Representative4.4 Subcontractors4.5 Appointment benefits from subcontracting4.6 Collaboration4.7 Installing 4.8 Security Procedures4.9 Guarantee of quality4.10 Site data4.11 Sufficiency of accepted contract
Amount4.7 12 Unforeseen Physical Conditions4.13 Road and Construction Rights4.14 Avoiding interference4.15 Access Route4.16 Transportation of Goods4.17 Contractor Equipment4.18 Environmental Protection4.19 Electricity, Water and Gas4.20 Employer Equipment and Free Release Material4.21 Progress Reports4.22 Security Site4.23 Contractor
Operations at Site4.24Fossils 5 NOMINATED SUBCONTRACTORS5.1 Definition of designated subcontractor5.2 Objection to appointment5 (3 Payments to designated subcontractors5.4 Evidence of payments 6 STAFF and LABOUR6.1 Staff engagement and employment 6.2 rates of salary and working conditions6.3 persons in the service of other6.4 Labor
law 6.5 Working hours6.6 Service for staff and labor 6.7 Health and Safety6.8 Chief Contractor6.8 9 Staff Contractor6.10 Contractor Personnel and Equipment Reports6.11 Disorderly Conduct 7 PLANT, MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP7.1 Execution Manner7.2 Sample7.3 Inspection7.4 First7.5 Failure7.6 Correctional Works7.7 Plant Ownership and
Materials7.8 Royalty 8 COMMENCEMENT , DELAYS AND SUSPENSION8.1 Start work8.2 Completion time8.3 Program8.4 Time extension to complete8.5 Delays, Authorities 8.6 Speed Progress8.7 Delay Damage8.8 Suspension of Work8.9 Consequences of suspension8.910 Payment of plant and materials in the event of suspension8.11 Long-term
suspension8.12 Resuming work 9 TESTS ON COMPLETION9.1 Contractor Obligation9.2 Delay Firsts9.3 ReFirsting9.4 Refusal to pass first on completion of 10 EMPLOYER's TAKING OVER10.1 Taking over works and sections10.2 Taking over parts of the works10.3 Intervention with the first on completion10.4 Surfaces requiring the restoration of 11
DEFECTS LIABILITY11.1 Completion of outstanding works and the elimination of defects11.2 Cost of fixing defects11.3 Extension of defect notification Failure to Fix Defects11.5 Removal of Defective Works11.6 Further Firsts11.7 Access Rights11.8 Contractor to Search11.9 Certificate of Performance11.10 Unfulfilled Liabilities11.11 Site Cleanup 12
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION12.1 Works, which will be measured12.2 Method of Measurement12.3 Assessment12.4 Omissions 13 VARISTATION AND RESATION13.1 Right to Vary13.2 Value Engineering13.3 Option Procedure13.4 Payment in applicable currencies13.5 Preliminary Sums13.6 Daywork13.7 Adjustments to changes in the law13.8
Adjustments of changes in cost 14 CONTRACT PRICE AND PAYMENT14.1 Contract Price14.2 Pre-payment14.3 Application for interim payment schedule Certificates14.4 payments14.5 Factory and materials Intended for Works14.6 Issue of Interim Payment Certificate14.7 Payment14.8 Payment Delay14.9 Payment withholding Money14.10 Statement at
completion14.11 Application for final payment certificate14.12 Discharge14.13 Issue of final payment certificate14.14 Termination of employer liability14.15 Payment currency 15 TERMINATION BY15.15 Notice of Correction15.2 Employer's Termination15.3 Assessment as of termination date15.4 Payment after termination15.5 Employer's right to discontinue
16 SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION BY CONTRACTOR16.1 Contractor's right to suspend work16.2 Contractor's termination16.3 Termination of work and removal of contractor equipment16.4 Payment on termination 17 RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY17.1 Compensation 17.2 Contractor Employer Risks17.4 Effects of Employer Risks17.5 Intellectual and
Industrial Property Rights17.6 Liability Restriction 18 INSURANCE18.1 General Insurance Requirements18 .2 Insurance works and equipment contractor18.3 Insurance against injury and property damage 18.4 Workers' Insurance 19 FORCE MAJEURE19.1 Definition force majeure19.2 Notification of force majeure19.3 Notice Time19.4 Duty to minimize
delay19.5 Consequences force majeure19.6 Optional Termination, payment and exemption19.7 Exemption from execution under Act 20 CLAIMS , DISPUTES AND ARBITRATION20.1 Contractor Claims20.2 Appointment of the Dispute Resolution Council20.3 Failure to agree on the Resolution Of the Dispute Council20.4 Getting the Decision of the Dispute
Resolution Council20.5 Friendly Settlement20.6 Arbitration20.7 Failure to comply with the Resolution of the Dispute Council20.8 The expiration date of the Dispute Council Decision OF the ACTION ON THE FORECAST TO THE FORECASTINTRODUCTION1 GENERAL POSITION 2 COMPALS 4 IKALS 4 COSMANS 5 FORECAST 6 WORK AND WORK7
MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING8 BEGINNING DELAYS AND SUSPENSIONS OF 9 TESTS ON THE COMPLETION10 EMPLOYER TAKING MORE THAN 11 LIABILITY DEFECTS12 MEASURING AND EVALUATING13 VARIATIONS AND 14 CONTRACT PRICE AND PAYMENT 15 DEFAULT OF CONTRACTOR 16 DEFAULT OF EMPLOYER17
RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY18 INSURANCE19 FORCE MAJEURE 20 CLAIMS, DISPUTES AND ARBITRATIONANNEXESFORMS OF SECURITIES Related Products More information FC-AB-A-AA-10 FIDIC Contracts GuideFirst Edition; 2000 Conditions contract for construction conditions contract for plant and design-buildingCondition contract for
EPC/Turnkey ProjectsACKNOWLEDGEMENTSFORECONTENTSAbout Chief Project engineer Peter L Booen FICE FCIArb is a civil engineer, who began his career with a contractor (1965-72) before the arrival of Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners (later GIBB Ltd) He wrote and managed many engineering and construction contracts, both nationally and
internationally, including contracts involving financial institutions. He acted as a judge, mediator, expert witness and on dispute boards. He has been active in FIDIC since 1993, as the principal of the Orange Book and its leadership, as well as three major books from 1999 (Building, Factory and Design-Building and EPC/Under the Key). He is a member of the
FIDIC Contract Committee and Chairman of the FIDIC Panel for Judges. (Paperback; 350 pages). Also available electronically (PDF: Portable document format). Both costs CHF 350.- (about $150.-)ConfessionsFederation Internationale des Ing'nieurs-Conseils (FIDIC) extends special thanks to his Contracts Committee: Michael Mortimer-Hawkins
(Chairman), Consultant Engineer, UK; Axel-Volkmar Jager, partner of Schmidt Reuter, Germany; Christopher Wade, SWECO-VBB, Sweden, Peter L. Buen (main project), GIBB Ltd, United Kingdom; with special advisers (and former Chairman of the Contract Committee), John B. Bowcock, Consultant Engineer, UK, and K B (Tony) Norris, Consultant
Engineer, The UK, and legal adviser Christopher R. Seppala, White and Case, France.The Contracts Committee and FIDIC, would like to highlight the extraordinary efforts of Peter L Booen, Chief Project Manager of Management, as well as as the principal drafter of the 1995 Contract terms for design-construction and turnkey (unofficially titled Orange
Book), Orange Book Guide, and three major new books of 1999, contract terms for construction, contract terms for the construction and construction of the contract. The enormous effort offered by Peter Bueno of FIDIC, and the consulting engineering industry, on these major project objectives, is impossible to assess, but Peter's extremely high share, with
his colleagues on the Task Force and the ContractIng Committee, thanks to the FIDIC, for these efforts Of the Task Force Members of the aforementioned Committee on Contracts and Advisors, however, would like to recognize almost one-handed efforts of Peter Buen in the development of this Contractual contracts and commented on them all. Foreword
and abbreviationsIn 1999, the International Federation of Engineering Consilium (FIDIC) published the following four forms of the contract, the first three of which are covered by this Guide and are called CONS, PDA and EPCT:CONS: Construction contract terms, which are recommended for construction or engineering work developed by the customer or his
representative, the engineer. In accordance with the usual arrangements for this type of contract, the Contractor builds the work in accordance with the project provided by the customer. However, the work may include some elements of civil, mechanical, electrical and/or construction work developed by the contractor. PSB: Construction and design contract
terms, which are recommended for electrical and/or mechanical facilities, as well as for the design and performance of construction or engineering work. In accordance with the usual arrangements under this type of contract, the Contractor designs and provides a plant and/or other work in accordance with the requirements of the Employer; that may include
any combination of civil, mechanical, electrical and/or construction work. EPCT: Contract terms for EPC/Turnkey projects that are recommended when one organization is fully responsible for the design and execution of an engineering project. In accordance with the usual arrangements for this type of contract, the organization carries out all engineering,
procurement and construction work: the provision of a fully equipped facility, ready to operate (at the turn of the key). This type of contract is usually discussed between the parties. A short contract form that is recommended for construction or engineering work is of relatively little capital value. The short contract form is not covered by this Guide. In this Guide
to the Use of CONS, PDB and EPCT, the word Book (using the capital letter) is used when it comes to three publications: CONS, PSB and EPCT. These books were originally published as test editions in 1998, and many of the reactions to them were considered before the first editions were published in 1999.These three books were produced by the FiDIC
Update Task Force consisting of: Christopher Wade (Group Leader), SWECO-VBB, Sweden; Peter L Booen (main project), GIBB Ltd, United Kingdom; Hermann Beyrlein, Fichtner, Germany; Christopher R. Seppala (Legal Counsel), White and Case, France; and Jose F Speziale, IATASA, Argentina. These publications were produced under the general
direction of the ContractIng Committee, which then included John B. Bowcock, Consultant Engineer, United Kingdom; Michael Mortimer-Hawkins, SwedPower, Sweden; and Axel-Volkmar Jaeger, partner at Schmidt Reuter, Germany; together with K B (Tony) Norris as a special The guide was written by Peter L Booen and reviewed by the Contracts
Committee, which now includes Michael Mortimer-Hawkins (chairman), Christopher Wade, Wade, Jaeger and Peter L Booen; with John B. Bowcock as Special Counsel and Christopher R. Seppala as Legal Counsel. Commentary on paragraph 18 was also considered by Mark Griffiths, Griffiths and Armour, United Kingdom. FIDIC would like to express its
appreciation for the time and effort that is being burdened by all of the above. Each of the three books consists of three parts: General Terms, a part that is intended to be included (by reference) in each contract, and sub-clauses of which are often mentioned in this Guide without the use of the word Sub-Clause (e.g.: CONS 1.1); A guide to preparing specific
terms, a part that is referred to in this Guide as GPPC, which begins with the proposal of a suitable formulation for the inclusion of relevant general terms in the contract, and which is made with the attached forms of the example of securities; and Forms of Tender Letter, Treaty Agreement and Dispute Agreement, part that is mentioned in this Guide as An
Example Form (s). In this Guide, the texts in the Books are reproduced in a three-column layout. Texts should be identical to the relevant texts in the Books, but the reader should turn to the Books to determine the necessary authentic formulation in case of any inconsistency. For the convenience of those who are familiar with the general terms of the contract
contained in previous FIDIC publications, the reference numbers of their subcateps, which cover similar topics, are included in the insertion after these three-purpose texts reproduced from the books, sub-heat reference numbers related to:RB: Terms of contract for the construction of civil construction 4th edition of the 1987 amendments of 1992 (usually
referred to as the Red Book) : Terms of the contract for electrical and mechanical works of the 3rd edition of 1987, as amended in 1988 (commonly referred to as the yellow book)OB: Terms of the design-construction contract and the turn-key 1st edition of 1995 (commonly referred to as the Orange Book). In each contract, the terms of the contract governing
the rights and responsibilities of the parties will include the relevant general terms, together with the specific conditions. Specific conditions for each individual contract will need to be prepared, taking into account comments, comments made in this Guide and the relevant GPPC. It is essential that all of these editorial tasks and all tender documentation be
assigned to staff with relevant knowledge, including contractual, technical and procurement aspects. While the Guide may include useful materials for training procurement staff, it is not intended to provide the complete training material for the examination required to prepare the tender documentation. Comments in this Guide are designed to help have such
experience, such users are those who write or manage construction and/or engineering contracts. The comments in this Guide are not exhaustive and are intended only to provide general guidance. They should not be relied upon in a particular issue or situation. Expert legal advice should be obtained if necessary, and especially before the conclusion or
termination of the contract. Neither the FIDIC nor the persons named in this Guide accept any responsibility or responsibility arising from any use of this Guide or any other publication named in the present. FIDIC occasionally receives requests for assistance in interpreting individual contracts based on the terms of the contract, which includes fidic
publications. However, as an international federation of consulting engineers, FIDIC cannot take legal advice. For this reason, and because the legal interpretation of the treaty will depend on issues such as the exact wording of the various documents involving a specific treaty, as well as on the governing legislation, FIDIC cannot assist in interpreting
individual contracts. ContentInduction and abbreviationsIntroduction to the use of the terms of the FIDIC contractProject ProcurementProtective Documentation Art Forms for Letter of Invitation and Instructions for TendersClaus 1 General Clauses Clause 2 EmployerClause 3 CONS/P'DB: Engineer; EPCT: Employer AdministrationClause 4 ContractorClause
5 CONS: Appointed subcontractorsClause 5 PSB/ERST: DesignClause 6 Staff and LaborClause 7 Plant, Materials and MasterryClaus 8 Beginning, Delays and SuspensionSLause 9 Tests at CompletionClause 10 Employer Taking OverClause 11 Defects ResponsibilityClause 12 CONS: Measuring and ScoreClause 12 PBB/EPCT: Tests After
CompletionClause 13 Variations and AdjustmentsClause 14 Contract Price and PaymentClause 15 Termination employerClause 16 Suspension and Termination of Contractor 17 Risk and ResponsibilityClause 18 InsuranceClause 19 Force MajeureClause 20 Claims, Controversy and ArbitrationAppendix General Terms dispute Arbitration AgreementLoss
contract terminologyIndex sub-Clauses Foreign Federation of Consultant Engineers FIDIC - Box 311 - CH-1215 Geneva 15 - Switzerland T 41-22-799 49 00 - Fx No41-22-799 490 1 - Email Protected - FIDIC Bookshop Collections Collection fidic 1999 red book guide pdf. fidic users guide a practical guide to the 1999 red book pdf
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